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Proper Citation
Challenge Competitions Collection (RRID:SCR_015650)

Resource Information
URL: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/challenges/
Proper Citation: Challenge Competitions Collection (RRID:SCR_015650)
Description: Portal for platforms available to conduct and compete in challenges aiming to improve scientific progress. Challenges allow researchers to share their research and problems with other subject matter experts for collaborative progress.
Resource Type: portal, project portal, data or information resource, organization portal
Keywords: collaboration, collaborative progress, scientific progress
Availability: The research community can contribute to this resource
Resource Name: Challenge Competitions Collection
Resource ID: SCR_015650
Record Creation Time: 20220129T080326+0000
Record Last Update: 20240818T054001+0000

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Challenge Competitions Collection.
No alerts have been found for Challenge Competitions Collection.

Data and Source Information
Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.